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Sex and the citadel of science Michelle Francl
One hundred years on from Marie Curie being awarded her second Nobel Prize there has been only a handful of female scientists who have received the call from Stockholm. Why are women still underrepresented? A lack of ability or passion, or could it be that we create labs into which women don't quite fit?
I suspect it was a bacterium that turned me into a chemist. The summer between third and fourth grade I was sick, too ill to get out of bed for a month. Once I was well enough to be bored, my mother, desperate to keep her invalid child amused and lacking the modern-day sickroom essentials of DVD players and video games, brought me a new book to read. It worked. I was transfixed from the first page, whisked from Chicago's oppressive midsummer heat to the crisp late-autumn days of nineteenthcentury Warsaw to walk along the banks of the Wisla with young Manya Sklodowska and her sister.
The tale had everything you would expect to capture a young girl's heart: a motherless heroine, her odyssey across Europe to find the treasure she sought, wicked men bent on stopping her, a broken heart, true love, tragedy. Disney should have optioned it. I imagined myself in a Paris garret, bent over my books, so enthralled by my studies I barely remembered to eat. It was dark, sophisticated, full of mystery and intrigue, and deeply romantic. Ultimately the heroine -who had fainted from hunger in her Parisian attic -triumphs, winning not just the hand of her prince, but also two Nobel prizes. Long before I reached the last pages of Eve Curie's biography of her mother, I knew what I wanted to be when I grew up -a scientist like Manya, or as she was known to her scientific colleagues, Marie Sklodowska Curie.
I was beguiled by the thought of discovering new elements and new physics -and also of having a lab to call my own. Growing up in the 1960s, the daughter of two chemists who met in graduate school, it seemed perfectly reasonable to think that women could be top-notch research scientists. Dinner- In the twenty-first century it is easy to dismiss Kipling's characterization of education as unsuited to women as mere opinion. In these more measured times, however, statistics -not a satiric penare wielded to reveal women's proper destiny. Larry Summers, infamously speculating on the diversity of the US workforce, does precisely that: "So my sense is that the unfortunate truth -I would far prefer to believe something else, because it would be easier to address what is surely a serious social problem if something else were true -is that the combination of the high-powered job hypothesis and the differing variances probably explains a fair amount of this problem [the underrepresentation of women in science and engineering faculties]." Citing statistics showing more variance in mathematical ability among males, Summers concluded that a greater proportion of men are truly gifted in mathematics, and by extrapolation, more capable of excelling in science 5 . A single counterexample is sufficient to disprove a theorem (though many more can be found 3 ). The larger variance in mathematical ability among males that Summers cites is by no means universal. Twice as many males as females in the US scored in the top 5% on the mathematics section of the Programme for International Student Assessment 6 . But what about in the UK? The ratio of high-scoring males to females is very nearly one to one. The proportion of women at the top echelons of aptitude in maths, using a number of different measures, varies from nation to nation and culture to culture. These data strongly suggest that it is not nature that is keeping potential Marie Curies from the lofty heights of Nobel-class science. It would seem some places have, to use Larry Summers's phrase, "a serious social problem". I would argue that it is time to move the theory of naturally differing variance in mathematical ability far down the list of reasons that women are underrepresented in maths and science. As a hypothesis it is remarkably persistentperhaps because it demands no remedystill, the data strongly suggest that whatever immutable sex-based differences there are in the capacity to do science, they are secondary perturbations and should be treated as such.
Could it be that women, although capable of high-calibre science, inherently aren't all that interested? Perhaps gender imbalance in science is not the result of external social constraints, but internal cues; maybe the bulk of girls won't take it seriously. In a recent essay, George Will takes up Kipling's lament, citing as evidence the small percentage of women who major in chemistry at women's colleges (4% at Bryn Mawr, where I teach), where presumably there is no bias against women in science 7 . Although 4% of students majoring in chemistry sounds tiny, it should be put into context by considering the number of students majoring in chemistry at other institutions. In the US, only 0.73% of students -male or female -elect chemistry as a major. Women at Bryn Mawr are six times more likely to major in chemistry than they are at your average US college. One should perhaps ask what co-ed institutions are doing to discourage interest on the part of men and women both.
If the Marie Curies -women with the ability and passion to excel in chemistryare there, why don't we see them? At the time Marie Curie was born, women chemists were explicitly kept out of the picture. In 1874, when a group of chemists gathered to honour Joseph Priestly, a meeting that led to the founding of the American Chemical Society, women chemists, including Lydia Shattuck of Mount Holyoke's chemistry department, were in attendance. The official photograph, however, shows only the men in attendance. Decades later, women scientists were still contending with 'out of sight, out of mind' attitudes. When my mother-in-law Gai Donnay, an eminent crystallographer and chemist (she co-edited the Crystal Data Tables), wondered why there had been no women speakers at a minerology conference, the organizer replied there were no women in the field to be invited. She promptly prepared for him a list of female Canadian geologists for the next time he found himself at such a loss. Peruse conference proceedings and photographs from the twenty-first century and it's clear that women are not as utterly absent as they were in the past. The grounds on which the argument is based, however, have subtly switched from the explicit and deductive: women can't do science at all, therefore there are no women who do science to recognize, to the implicit and inductive: if a woman has been recognized, it's because she is a woman rather than because of her science, therefore, women don't do good science. The assumption remains, whether stated overtly as in the past or now implicitly: if women are doing it, they can't be doing it as well as a man. The most recent report on the status of women at MIT notes this automatic discounting, the tacit assumption that the standards are necessarily different (and lower) for women, as an emerging issue 10 . Although it is conceivable that women fade into the background because they are doing work that is less interesting, creative or important than men, evidence suggests that just being male contributes to an aura of authority in science. When shown ten-minute clips of physics lectures, observers rated male lecturers on average as substantially more knowledgeable than female lecturers, despite the fact that the lectures were word-for-word identical; the lecturers were actors working from a script and knew no physics 11 . It was also found that women post-doctoral candidates in Sweden needed to be two and a half times as productive as their male counterparts to be considered equally competent 12 .
If women are intellectually capable and interested, why is it that we fail to see them as excellent scientists? Perhaps it is because they don't fit -literally. Do we send a message, through subtle visual and architectural clues, that women don't belong in the world of science?
Built space is not neutral, as Winston Churchill noted, "we shape our buildings, and afterwards our buildings shape us". As much as scientists use labs to create science, labs themselves create scientists. Laboratory space is indispensable for chemists, more so I would suggest than in many other scientific fields. It follows that the influence on chemists of their laboratory spaces is potentially higher. What are the spaces in which we do and speak about chemistry telling us about who should do chemistry, and how well they seem to do it? Are our laboratory spaces gender-neutral?
The amount and quality of space a scientist has access to are obvious markers of status, linked presumably, to a proven record of creativity and hopefully promoting future productivity. Space is hard to come by in most institutions, and how much space a scientist has is often a function of their stature -or at least their perceived stature relative to their local peers. And we read it as such. In some institutions, women have less space (adjusted for grant dollars) than men, signalling to visitors and students alike that whatever their productivity, they are not as important as the men 13 . Marie Curie did her doctoral work in a leaking shed -formerly a dissecting room -behind Paris's Municipal School of Industrial Physics and Chemistry. The Sorbonne would not give her space. When Ernest Rutherford visited the Curies in Paris, he wondered at Marie's ability to accomplish anything in that space, "It must have been dreadful not to have a laboratory to play around in". Indeed.
There are also less direct messages being sent by the spaces in science buildings. I remember spending the first morning of my post-doctoral fellowship getting oriented. I found out where my magnetic tapes could be read and where the recent journals were kept. And of course, the location of the ladies' room. The university had graduated its first co-ed class a decade earlier, but it was soon apparent that it had yet to come to grips entirely with the women in its midst. When I pushed open the door to the ladies' , I encountered a wall of urinals. I quickly ducked back out and checked the door. 'Women' . In more than a decade, the only thing this highly regarded research university with a large endowment had managed to change was the sign on the door. It made me wonder, slightly tongue-in-cheek, if someone was thinking that women chemistry students were just a temporary aberration. The architecture sent a subliminal message, even if an unintentional one, about the building's intended occupants -men.
I' d like to suggest that physical stature is a factor we often overlook in the ways the physical surroundings subtly shape our sense of scientists. I am old enough to remember Lily Tomlin's character Edith Ann: a grown woman in an oversize chair, her feet swinging high above the floor, playing a child 14 . I think of Edith Ann often, about as often as I sit in a chair in our departmental conference room, where my feet don't reach the floor. I feel like a child. I am not even all that short; my height is within one standard deviation of the mean for women. Still, the standard chair seat is 17 inches from the floor; the natural seated position for the average male is 17.1 inches from the floor. Chairs -in meeting rooms and conference venues are built to accommodate the majority of men, and the minority of women (less than 5% in fact) 15 . Most women will look -and perhaps feel -just a bit out of place, faintly childlike in an outsized chair. Lab benches, lecterns and blackboard heights are similarly designed for the average man. Every time I sit down, stand at a blackboard, lab bench or lectern,
Chairs can come in all sizes! As much as scientists use labs to create science, labs themselves create scientists.
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I'm almost imperceptibly reminded I don't fit -and so are my colleagues and students. Do we automatically downgrade what women have to say because when we see them in the context of the lab or the lecture space they look like children, not adults?
Part of this is the result of standardization and modularity in architecture, a trend that has grown since the time of the Curies, when mass production and the establishment of standards were in their infancy. A photo of Marie Curie standing next to a bench in the lab she designed, shows it well proportioned for her height. Architectural critic Thomas Gieryn argues that although standards enable architects to work efficiently, the result is that occupants of a space are generally unaware of the underlying assumptions made in design and construction 16 . If you're not asked about chair heights, it may never occur to you that they have been selected to fit a particular subpopulation.
It's not just the size of the furniture or height of the blackboard that sends these signals. Consider the noise as a session chair reverses the lapel mic so it can be clipped to a woman speaker's blouse. Or now that slide carousels and projectionists are a thing of the past, how awkward and unpolished a speaker can look juggling a laser pointer and the power pack for the microphone, while trying to advance to the next slide in her presentation with a remote. Ginger Rogers may have had to do everything Fred Astaire did backwards and in high heels, but a female speaker who forgets to don something with pockets or lapels may find herself having to do what her male colleague does, but with both hands tied up.
Colour cues in architecture and in equipment design are also communicating who should be working in laboratories. In Delusions of Gender, Cordelia Fine reviews the literature that explores the relationship between colour-coding and gender expectations 17 . It is, she says, relentless. Within an hour of birth, infant girls are labelled with pink hats, the boys, tagged blue. But when Marie Curie was born, such colour-coding was non-existent, and when her daughters were born, the code was the opposite; pink was considered a stronger, more masculine colour. Children quickly learn to read these colour clues (at least those who are not colour blind). Pink, purple and pastel things are for girls, whereas the blue, green and earth-toned stuff belongs to the boys. Even three-yearold children will reliably assign the colour pink as belonging to the category 'girls' 18 . The colour-coding can even trump other gender-linked cues -preschool boys will elect to play with a tea set as happily as a truck, as long as it's brown 17 . It makes me wonder if one reason the science and engineering pipeline begins to leak girls at middle school is not due to some innate sex-linked lack of interest, but because that's often when 'real' lab equipment starts to be used regularly, the colours of which are drawn largely from the male-associated palette. Pick up a lab supply catalogue, what colour jumps out at you? Blue? Green? Google images for 'chemistry laboratory' , and sort by colour (yes, you can do that!), many more images will be classified as blue or green (a factor of six in my search) as compared with purple or pale yellow -or pink. For children who have had their toys and clothes colour-coded by intended gender for years -you can find the aisle with action figures for boys, without recourse to signs, by looking for the strong primary and earthy colours and avoiding the pastel-toned aisles -it might go without saying that science stuff is for boys to play with.
I'm not arguing that lab colours are directly intended to signal 'women stay out' or 'these scientific instruments are for men only' , but suggesting in a social milieu where colour encoding of objects for rapid identification is ubiquitous, it is hard to avoid reading the subtext colour provides. If the sign on the door read 'Men' and you walked into a pink space, might you not check twice?
Chair heights and the colour of NMR consoles may well feel like trivial details, it might be hard to imagine how such inconsequential factors could play a significant role in keeping women from being recognized as scientists, or discourage them from entering science in the first place. Of course, chemists regularly separate closely related materials, by simply repeating the separation process many times on a chromatographic column. The ability to chromatographically resolve two samples depends not only on the selectivity of the process, but on the number of theoretical plates. Think about the number of times a child encounters the standard gender colour-coding scheme every day -the number of theoretical plates is extraordinarily high.
If we want to see our next woman chemistry Nobelist before 2084, might I suggest that all of us, women and men alike, need to do as we do in our own fields, deal in data. Regardless of how we try to quantitatively dress up the nineteenthcentury myth of women as unhappy, struggling scientists, lacking the passion and the intellectual power of the best men, it doesn't measure up. Yet something makes it difficult to imagine that women are fit to be scientists, and to see women as exceptional scientists. We may not be able to avoid the gender-linked colour-coding imposed by the larger society, but we can be more attentive to the spaces we create in which we do and talk about science, as well as the materials we use to do it. Even small tweaks in the conditions under which a chromatography column is run can affect the separation.
I wonder if what underlies the inability to fully acknowledge the social biases that obscure and downplay women's scientific achievements, and the ways in which our spaces silently speak to us about who belongs and who doesn't, who seems capable and who does not, is the assumption that if a Marie doesn't make a critical breakthrough, of course, a Pierre somewhere will. Will chemistry make all the critical leaps it could, without the contribution of half of its finest minds? I, for one, would rather not risk it. 
